
Language and Terminology  
 
 
The manner of expression reflects the culture and current social trends. In time, 

language has been changed, especially when it comes to terminology which refers to 
disabled individuals. The CRID does not favour the word “invalid” since it has its root in the 
Latin word “invalidus” which means feeble, week, infirm, without value. 

 
The CRID supports the implementation of the expression “disabled individual” and 

“handicapped individual”. 
 
International organizations worldwide use the English word DISABILITY but there is not 

an appropriate translation of this word in our language. 
 
 
 
However, what matters is the following: 
 
 
1. Whatever expression you use in combination with the word individual with (handicap, 

disability, certain diagnosis, etc) is a GOOD EXPRESSION! 
 

So INDIVIDUAL + WITH = O.K. 
 

2. An expression handicapped or invalid individual means that the individual is not 
functional. That is how a handicapped (invalid) organization is an organization which does 
network well, not like an organization of individuals with handicap or disability which shows 
who its members are and what do they do. 

 
 
 3. Do not name people according to their diagnosis: paraplegic, cerebrals, etc. but 

individuals with paraplegia, damaged hearing, damaged eyesight, etc. 
 
 
4. Do not describe individuals with handicap as individuals with special needs since all 

people have their special needs (is smoking, a diet without meat a special need), but the 
method of satisfying of these needs differs. 

We all have a need to move, only someone will move more slowly or more quickly and 
others will use wheelchairs, someone bicycle and someone… 

 
 
5. Everyone can and should use medical services in case of need and not only persons 

with handicap (sometimes they even use it less than people without handicap?!), that is why 
it is senseless to use expressions and comparisons “the Healthy and the Sick” 

 
6. It is important to always use an active form: 
 
     "WHEELCHAIR USER AND NOT PEOPLE IN WHEELCHAIRS  
 
7. Always with respect of the society towards people with handicap but with respect of 

individuals with handicap towards the society as well... since nothing “belongs to anyone”, 
everyone, an individual with handicap and without handicap should fight for its position in the 
society.  

 
-POSITIVE AND ONLY POSITIVE ☺☺☺☺-     


